Smappee EV Wall
The smartest home charging solution.

Have you recently started driving an electric vehicle or are you
considering making the switch? With Smappee EV Wall you can
charge safely, easily and economically at home. No more blown
fuses while charging with this smart charging station. Your car also
taps maximum energy during off-peak hours or solar power. You can
control your charging sessions and follow them in the Smappee App
with a few taps and in real-time. You can also see your total energy
consumption, your solar production and your costs. Smappee EV
Wall is the only charging station that cost-effectively deploys and
manages your energy, for your car and in your home.
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More than a charging station.
Inexpensive
Smappee uses your solar energy
as much as possible or taps energy
during off-peak hours. This is the
cheapest energy for your car and
household appliances. So you
can easily save up to 60% on your
energy bill.

Insight into (charging) costs
The Smappee App and Dashboard
display your charging costs in detail.
Useful for billing your employer
for your company car’s charging
sessions. You can also see your
real-time total consumption, standby
consumption and solar production.

Safe
Smappee’s smart energy technology
keeps an eye on your electrical
connection. A peak in consumption
at home? Then less power goes to
the charging station for a while. So
you can cook, iron and bake without
worrying about blown fuses while
your car is charging. Smappee takes
care of that!

Future-proof
New heat pump or solar panels?
Effortlessly link Smappee Infinity
to your EV Wall for global energy
management and gain insight and
control over the consumers in your
home. Wireless updates ensure
that you are always up to date with
the latest features.
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Elegant and sturdy design
Compact (30cm by 30cm). With
or without a fixed charging cable.
Security
Charge immediately or secure your
charging station with the Smappee
charging card to start charging.
Up to 7 × faster charging
Via the Smappee EV Wall you can
charge up to 7 times faster than via
a normal wall socket.

Global solution
Works with all electrical
connections and cars.
LED lighting
Displays charging status and provides additional illumination.
Simple installation
Easy to install and low maintenance.
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